
If you have remaining blocked or uncontested villains at the end of the Final Battle do you still 
win because the round has ended? Or do you have to do another "Final Battle”? 
 
As long as you have survived the Final Battle, even if there are remaining villains, you have 
won. The goal is to survive, not defeat all enemies. 
 
- The rules make it seem like you distribute damage as you play the cards, but then later 
explains you resolve the damage at the end of the round, can you clear that up? 
 
 
Damage is dealt as you play the cards. Remove any villains that you defeat and keep any that 
you were only able to block or could not defeat. 

- Do you lose the life boost after a round? Or do you keep it 

 
Keep the life boost until it runs out, then discard. 

-strength in numbers? Do we need to pay 2 life bars total if we use our power a second time? or 
is it a free action? Does the first one cost a life bar? 

 
Each time you use your special power it costs a life bar, so when using Strength in Numbers 
you would spend one life bar for each time. 

-the new rules state that you can use hero boost any time? Does it mean out of turn as well? 
Does it mean you don't need to leave an empty space under a vilain to play it? like when you 
use your hero power. 

Yes, you can play your ability any time once per round, and it does not leave an enemy 
unchallenged. 

-Can you play the hero boost before there are any hero attack cards on the table? 

 
 
No, you must display the enemy attack cards first. 

-séance power talk to the dead can you play the card you pick on a space where there is 
already another hero attack card or is it restricted to empty spaces only? can you play heals and 
story or only attack? 

 
You may play that card on a space with another card, and you are free to play Heals or Attacks. 



-also in the setup it says in a 5-6 player game place 6 villain with a villain attack strength of 10 
but there is only 4 villain in the game with a 10 value. so? 

 
You should use 2 villains with an attack value of 8 to complete the total. 

-are the villain attack cards resolved immediately with the new rules or are they still resolved 
only at the end of the round. 

 
Resolve at the end of round. 

bonus: i just did a 2 player game with the "new rules" our hand size is 5 and there are always 7 
villain attack cards. my teammate plays the kraken. but we draw brutal honesty as a 
dysfunctional family card "add 2 extra villain attack cards to the lineup" so he played his special 
power play 2 cards against a villain but then he is out of cards to play against the rest leaving us 
on card short for the round.... 

 
If I am understanding the scenario correctly, this is the price to pay for playing that power. It was 
particularly unfortunate because of the Brutal Honesty card adding in two more villains…so its 
possible that a strategic move would be to have held on to the Kraken’s special power and just 
try and mitigate the damage from that lineup of villains with cards (possibly with lots of blocks). 
 


